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Introduction
In 2012, Connecticut-based United Technologies

regulations,” in explaining the scope of penalties

Corporation (UTC) agreed to pay more than

levied against the company.

$75 million to settle charges that it had violated
the United States International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) and the Arms Export Control
Act (ACEA)—576 times. Among other things,
the corporation’s Canadian subsidiary, Pratt
Whitney Canada (PWC) was accused of selling
helicopter engines to the Chinese government for
manufacture in China’s Z-10 military helicopter.
The engines included software that was restricted
by ITAR. That transaction resulted in a one-year
“debarment” of PWC from soliciting or engaging in
any U.S. defense-related trade.
The UTC/Pratt Whitney Canada case is significant
for many reasons, not the least of which was the
significant monetary penalties assessed. The case
illustrates the absolute seriousness with which
the U.S. government takes the export of products
in any way related to U.S. national security, or
considered to be highly sensitive. It also makes
clear that the government’s strict standards are
not open to interpretation. If fact, the administrative
law judge who processed the case specifically

ITAR regulations, administered by the U.S.
Department of State, are one of three major
regulatory codes that control and restrict the
transfer of critical products, technologies, software,
data and other materials to foreign countries.
The other two regulatory codes are the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR), maintained by the
Bureau of Industry Security (BIS), located within the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and the Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), administered by the
U.S. Treasury Department.
In general, ITAR has control over all defense articles
and systems, as found on the U.S. Munitions
List. This includes a wide range of materials
including guns, explosives, ammunition, vehicles,
vessels, aircraft, training equipment, personal
protection equipment, software/hardware, and
certain electronic devices, among other products.

“Although the vast majority
of U.S. exporters do
not raise any national
security concerns, those
with products that have
even a remote chance
of triggering an export
restriction, must be aware
of U.S. regulations and any
potential implications.”

ITAR also controls exports of most space-related
technology, because of its application to missile
technology.

cited PWC’s “own favorable interpretation of ITAR
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EAR covers products found on the Commerce

Treasury Department, may in fact be placed on

said than done, since government regulations

Control List (CCL), which include items considered

the “control list” maintained by the Department

are constantly changing and require full-

to have “dual use”—that is, products with both

of Commerce. It's up to the exporting business

time oversight and painstaking attention to

civilian and military purposes. This includes

to ensure that its products are in full compliance

detail. As a result, many businesses enlist the

computers, software, civilian aircraft and

and eligible for export. As the United Technologies

services of a compliance expert, including a

pathogens, among other products.

example makes clear, the cost for any violation U.S.

customs broker or a qualified logistics provider.

can be very high.

A qualified third party will have complete

OFAC administers and enforces economic

understanding of technical requirements, and

sanctions against countries and groups of

Another important consideration is the lack of

individuals, such as terrorists and narcotics

coordination between government agencies. While

traffickers. The sanctions can be either

the State, Commerce and Treasury departments

comprehensive or selective, and use the blocking of

are authorized to issue export licenses, a business

assets and trade restrictions to accomplish foreign

could conceivably have to obtain licenses from all

policy and national security goals.

three departments to export a single shipment. This

The following discussion will offer an overview

cumbersome process is currently under review,

of the U.S. government's export policies

with plans in development for a "single licensing

with regard to defense-related and sensitive

filing system” that will allow a business to submit

materials, along with suggestions for facilitating

data once via an integrated system that can be

your business' compliance process.

Although the vast majority of U.S. exporters do
not raise any national security concerns, those
with products that have even a remote chance of
triggering an export restriction, must be aware of
U.S. regulations and any potential implications. It
is not always obvious which products might be
considered "sensitive" by the U.S. government and
therefore affected by export controls.
For one thing, different agencies have different
standards. A new operating system, for example,
that is not flagged as a "sensitive material" by the
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will know which products trigger licensing
requirements, which products are banned from
export, and how products must be classified
and labeled during the export process.

accessed and evaluated by all three agencies. The
single licensing system is part of a comprehensive
list of “export control reforms” outlined by President
Barack Obama, intended to update and streamline
existing policy wherever possible.
U.S. export controls are serious business, with little
room for mistakes. Businesses are expected to
know the law, and to be in full compliance. Easier
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The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
The Arms Export Control Act (ACEA)
was enacted by the U.S. Congress
as a way to prevent U.S. defense
materials and technology from being
sent to either a non-ally of the United
States, or to individuals with terrorist
agendas. ACEA is the cornerstone of U.S. munitions export
control law. The U.S. Department of State enforces the law
through the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR),
which are administered through the department’s Directorate
of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC).

Defense Articles and Services

Scope of ITAR

ITAR defines a defense service as “the furnishing of
assistance (including training) to foreign persons, whether
in the United States or abroad in the design, development,
engineering, manufacture, production, assembly, testing,
repair, maintenance, modification, operation, demilitarization,
destruction, processing or use of defense articles.”

ITAR regulates products and services with direct defense-related
application. Specifically, any “defense article” or “defense
service” listed on the U.S. Munitions List is subject to ITAR.
The U.S. Munitions List is maintained by the DDTC and
includes all items designed or modified for military application.
The list includes 21 separate categories and covers a broad
spectrum ranging from firearms to aircraft to technology.
Important to note, is that Chapter 21 is labeled “Miscellaneous
Articles,” which basically states that any product or service not
included in any of the preceding 20 chapters, but which might
be construed to have military applicability, can be subject to
ITAR. This broad language gives the DDTC wide discretion in
determining whether or not a certain product or service falls
within ITAR jurisdiction.
The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

According to ITAR, a defense article is defined as any item
listed on the U.S. Munitions List, including “technical data.”
Technical data is defined broadly, and includes information
that is “required for the design, development, production,
manufacture, assembly, operation, repair, testing, maintenance
or modification of defense articles.” This broad definition gives
the government great discretion in determining whether or
not ITAR applies to a particle product. Therefore, an exporter
should make no assumptions, and take every possible
precaution to ensure compliance.

The regulations exclude however, basic marketing information
or general descriptions of “defense articles.” Also not included
is information generally available in the public domain,
including scientific, mathematical or engineering principles
commonly found in textbooks or taught in schools.

“A defense article is defined as any
item listed on the U.S. Munitions List,
including “technical data.”
“A defense service is “the furnishing
of assistance (including training)
to foreign persons, whether in the
United States or abroad in the design,
development, engineering, manufacture,
production, assembly, testing, repair,
maintenance, modification, operation,
demilitarization, destruction, processing
or use of defense articles.”

Not surprisingly, there can be uncertainty with regard to
whether or not a product or service falls within the scope of
ITAR. When this happens, a business can request a commodity
jurisdiction request from the State Department. Through the
commodity jurisdiction request, a business electronically
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submits all pertinent information for evaluation by a DDTC
compliance officer. In return, DDTC will provide a determination
with regard to the proper licensing authority for that particular
item—State, Commerce, Treasury—or possibly no licensing
requirements at all.

Registration
Any U.S. business or person involved in the export of defense
articles or services must register with DDTC and pay a
registration fee. This is a necessary first step before an export
license application can be submitted.
A registration application must be submitted electronically
and must include:
• An UNSIGNED version of Form DS-2032 Statement
of Registration
• A SIGNED version of Form DS-2032
• Registration Fee
• Documentation issued or endorsed by a government
authority enabling the business to engage in business
in the United States. This could include articles
of incorporation or a partnership agreement,
for example.
• Annual brokerage report (for broker registrations)
• Organizational chart, if applicable, showing the
relationship among the company’s parent, subsidiaries,
affiliates, or multiple divisions or facilities.

The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

Important to note, is that more than half of the 5,000 entities
currently registered with DDTC are not likely to apply for a
license or export goods in any given year. Manufacturers of
defense-related products and services are required to register
with DDTC regardless of export plans. According to the DDTC
website, “registration is primarily a means to provide the U.S.
Government with necessary information on who is involved in
certain manufacturing, exporting or brokering activities.”
Once an entity has properly registered with DDTC, a unique
registration code will be assigned, which must be renewed
annually.

Licensing
Once a business receives its DDTC registration number, it may
apply for a license, which is necessary to export or temporarily
import any defense article, defense service or technical data
listed on the U.S. Munitions List.
DDTC issues a variety of licenses, based on product attributes,
export destination and whether a transaction is considered
“final” or “temporary.” Following is a brief overview of DDTC
license types:
• DSP 5: Covers permanent export of unclassified
defense articles and related unclassified technical
data. Also used for employment of foreign nationals
in the United States when those employees will have
access to ITAR-controlled technical data.
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• DSP 61: Used for the temporary import of defense
materials into the United States. This includes U.S.
products that were sold to a foreign entity that are
returned to the U.S. for repair or upgrade. This also
covers foreign-made goods brought to the U.S. for
trade shows.
• DSP 73: Covers unclassified defense articles that
are exported from the U.S. on a temporary basis.
• DSP 85: Used for classified defense articles and
classified technical data.
A business may also need to apply for a specific DDTC
“agreement,” depending on the scope of its desired activities:
• Manufacturing License Agreement (MLA)
is required for the manufacture of a defense article
abroad, when foreign individuals are allowed access
to “manufacturing know-how” and other technical
data. An MLA is also necessary for the assembly
or repair of hardware abroad if the foreign party
requires manufacturing “know-how” in order to
complete the assembly or repair.
• Warehousing and Distribution Agreement
is required to establish a warehouse or distribution
point abroad for defense articles to be exported
from the United States.
• Technical Assistance Agreement allows
for the performance of a defense service and/or
the disclosure of technical data. This is opposed

The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

to an agreement granting a right or license to
manufacture defense articles. A TAA covers the
assembly of defense articles, provided production
rights or manufacturing “know-how” are not conveyed.
All license and agreement applications must be submitted
electronically via DDTC’s D-Trade electronic processing system.

Compliance
Once a product or service is determined to fall within the scope
of ITAR, a business must take steps to ensure full compliance.
This cannot be understated.
The DDTC “strongly advises” registered businesses to have in
place processes for documenting and monitoring all defense
trade activities. DDTC suggests that businesses develop a
compliance manual to detail the company’s policies and outline
procedures for dealing with all ITAR matters. Such a manual
should be as detailed as possible, and carefully delineate key
areas of responsibility for subject areas including:
• Organizational Structure
• Identification, Receipt and Tracking of ITAR
Controlled Items/Technical Data
• Recordkeeping
• Internal Monitoring
• Training
• Violations and Penalties
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Given the highly technical nature of ITAR requirements, and
the continual updating of regulations, many businesses
struggle to stay current with compliance requirements.
According to analysis by JP Morgan, failure to understand
the depth and scope of ITAR is where many businesses find
themselves in non-compliance. “What many firms are now
learning is that products and technologies that they thought
were of a purely commercial/industrial (i.e., nonmilitary)
nature may be subject to control under the ITAR.”
JP Morgan’s report also noted the fine lines that can
separate which government agency has jurisdiction over
a particular product or service. “The slightest change,”
the report notes, “no matter how small to a traditionally
commercial item for a specific military application will shift
jurisdiction for that item from the Commerce Department to
the State Department.”
Businesses are expected to stay abreast of all changes
to ITAR, and to be in full compliance at all times. No
exceptions. Further, as defense legal experts Fried Frank
note, participation in defense-related trade is considered
a “privilege” by ITAR compliance officers, that must be
exercised with “extraordinary integrity, transparency and
competency.”
As such, because any violation of ITAR could result in a
serious breach of U.S. national security, an offending entity
will face not insignificant fines, penalties and possibly
even imprisonment.
The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

Penalties
Once an entity is notified that it has been found in violation
of ITAR or the ACEA, immediate steps should be taken to
address the charges. ITAR will issue a “charging letter” that
outlines the purported violations. Once the charging letter is
issued, an entity has 30 days to answer the charges. An oral
hearing may be requested in which a business can offer
a defense.

appointment of a special compliance officer, regular audits,
and an overhaul of existing compliance procedures.
That said, the DDTC places a high value on entities that
voluntarily bring forward any ITAR violation. By voluntarily
making DDTC aware of a violation, a business can help
lessen the scope and severity of penalties. In some
instances, penalties can be avoided entirely.

Important to note though, ITAR allegations cannot be
appealed to a higher authority. The DDTC has the final say on
all ITAR violations.
ITAR may impose either civil or criminal penalties, depending
on the severity of the case.
• Civil penalties may be imposed as high
as $500,000 per violation.
• Criminal penalties may be assessed as high
as $1million and imprisonment for up to 20 years,
for each violation.
A business may face additional punitive actions including:
Debarment: Prohibition from engaging in any defense/trade
related activities for a specified period of time.
Directed Remediation: Agreed upon plan in which violating
business institutes enhanced compliance measures, usually
for a period of three to five years. This can include the
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Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
While ITAR regulates products and
services that are specifically intended
for military use, a separate regulatory
structure, Export Administration
Regulations (EAR), regulates the
export of commercial and “dual-use
goods,” which have both civilian and military purposes. This
can include computers, software, vehicles, aircraft and even
pathogens.

Determining EAR Jurisdiction

EAR is administered by the Commerce Department’s Bureau
of Industry and Security (BIS). The bureau also controls
“re-exports,” and “deemed” exports. A “re-export” refers to
an export that is comprised of component parts that were
previously imported. “Deemed exports” refer to the transfer
of technology, or “know how” to a foreign national within the
United States. This transfer can occur when a foreign national
is allowed to read technical specifications, plans, or blueprints,
or if technical information is exchanged orally.

Each of the ten categories is then sub-divided into five
product groups:

As with all export control provisions, the onus is on the shipper
to (a) determine which, if any, export regulations are applicable;
(b) to ensure a product is eligible for export; and (c) to ensure
full compliance with all applicable regulations and statutes, which
includes obtaining any necessary EAR licenses, prior to shipping.

Export Administration Regulations (EAR)

Products that fall within the scope of EAR authority are
generally listed on the Commerce Control List (CCL).
The CCL consists of ten product categories:
•  Nuclear and Miscellaneous
•  Materials Processing
•  Computers Information Security
•  Navigation and Avionics
•  Marine Propulsion

•  Systems, Equipment
and Components
•Software

•  Materials, Chemicals, Microorganisms and Toxins
•  Electronics
•  Telecommunications/
•  Sensors and Lasers
•  Aerospace and

•  Test, Inspection and Production Equipment
   •  Material
•  Technology

COMMERCE CONTROL LIST
Commerce Control List Categories
0

Nuclear & Miscellaneous

Five Product Groups
5 Part 1 Telecommunications

1 	Materials, Chemicals,
Microorganisms and Toxins

5 Part 2 Information Security
6

Sensors and Lasers

2

Materials Processing

7

Navigation and Avionics

3

Electronics

8

Marine

4

Computers

9

Aerospace and Propulsion
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Export Control Classification Number
Every product listed on the Commerce Control List is assigned
a specific Export Control Classification Number (ECCN). The
ECCN describes a particular item, and lists all necessary
licensing requirements. A business must take special care to
ensure that a product is correctly matched with the proper CCL
listing and its corresponding ECCN code.
In general, an entity can take one of three approaches
to determine an ECCN:
1. Go to the Source. A business may contact the
manufacturer, producer or developer of a product
to determine if a current ECCN has already been
identified. (Many manufacturers list ECCNs on their
websites.) If a code is provided, care must be taken
to ensure it is still applicable, since ECCN codes
change periodically.
2. Self-Classify. A business may assign an ECCN
code by looking up the item on the Commerce
Control List. However, unless a business manager
has a solid technical background, or strong
familiarity with the CCL, self-classification is not
recommended. Failure to assign the proper code
could result in improper licensing, and significant
penalties when the error is discovered.
3. Official request to BIS. A business may submit a
“classification request” to BIS, via its SNAP-R web-

Export Administration Regulations (EAR)

based portal. Similar to the “commodity jurisdiction”
request available to determine ITAR applicability,
BIS will issue a written determination advising the
business of the proper ECCN code, along with any
licensing requirements.
However, businesses should be aware that not every item
under the scope of EAR authority is listed on the CCL. These
products are assigned an “EAR99” classification code, and
generally include low-level technology and consumer goods.
According to the BIS, “a majority of commercial products are
designated EAR99 and generally will not require a license to
be exported or reexported.”
An exception to this may occur if an EAR99 product
is scheduled for export to a country that is considered
“embargoed,” or “sanctioned” by the U.S. government. In those
instances, an EAR99 product may require a license.

Licensing Requirements
Once a product has been properly classified, a determination
will need to be made with regard to whether or not licensing is
necessary. This can be done by interpreting the data furnished
within the ECCN code. The ECCN code will reveal the reason
the product is on the government’s “controlled” list (i.e.
National Security, Anti-terrorism, Crime Control), any “general
prohibitions,” and the country of destination. Any product that
requires an export license will have an “X” specified in the
ECCN code.
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In general, whether or not an export license is required is
determined by:
(1) The actual item being exported;
(2) Where the product is going;
(3) Who is going to use it; and
(4) What it will be used for.
In certain situations, an exporter may be granted a license
exemption, if a product meets specific criteria. This may
include replacement parts for the immediate repair of
previously exported products, or parts or software intended to
replace materials that were previously exported but found to
be defective.
But if an export license is required, an application can be
submitted electronically via BIS’s Snap-R portal. An exporter
must set up an account with SNAP-R, which will be accessed
via a BIS-issued company identification number (CIN). The CIN
serves as a “PIN” number in allowing an exporter accessibility
to its SNAP-R account and for tracking purposes.
An applicant will need to submit all required information and
documentation. This will include a technical description of the
intended export’s basic characteristics and use, along with
information about its intended destination and planned usage.
The exporter will also need to certify that the material is not
being shipped to any “embargoed” country or any individual
identified by the U.S. government as a “denied person,” or
“prohibited end-user.”
Export Administration Regulations (EAR)

Compliance
The Bureau of Industry and Security takes very seriously its
obligation to prevent U.S. products, technology and intelligence
from ending up in the possession of a rogue nation, or with
ill-intentioned individuals. BIS has a wide-ranging compliance
and enforcement network in place, including teams of special
agents and analysts located across the country with authority
to bring action against violators.
A business must stay on top of the serious compliance
standards, by adopting its own internal protocols, and creating
a culture in which all employees are committed to the highest
ethical standards, recognize the importance of full compliance,
and avoid even the appearance of a violation.
The BIS has issued a guide for businesses, “Compliance
Guidelines: How to Develop an Effective Management
and Compliance Program and Manual.” Among the key
considerations of a well-developed compliance program:
• Develop written guidelines to ensure consistency
of understanding, application and “best practices.”
• Statement from senior management about the
importance of compliance, and a clear statement
of expectations for upholding all regulatory and
statutory mandates.
• Organizational overview. Document should
clearly delineate the chain of command for
complying with all regulatory steps.
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• Recordkeeping. Process should be outlined with
regard to which documents need to be stored,
where they will be stored, how long they will be
maintained, and personnel responsible for ensuring
policy is implemented.
• “Cradle-to-Grave” Export Compliance
Security and Screening. Provisions must be
made for the screening of the entire export supply
chain. This will include employees, customers,
contractors—and products. In addition, provisions
should be outlined for implementation of compliance
safeguards throughout the export process.
• Troubleshooting. What if an emergency situation
arises over a weekend? Or if a mistake is made
inadvertently? Will employees know the proper
course to follow, or which senior managers need
to be brought into the loop? A compliance manual
should address all areas of vulnerability, and include
detailed steps to address each weakness.
• Penalties. Manual should include a complete
overview of all penalties and corrective actions that
could result from a failure to properly administer
export regulations.
As the BIS advises, an effective compliance program should
answer “Why, What, When, Where, How and By Whom?” There
should be no gray areas with regard to process, accountability
or commitment to full compliance.

Export Administration Regulations (EAR)

Penalties
The BIS has authority to impose a range of penalties, both
criminal and civil, on any person or business that willfully violates
the EAR. The agency may impose administrative penalties in
instances in which an inadvertent violation occurs. In some cases,
a violator may be subject to both civil and criminal punishments.
A civil penalty may include a fine of up to $250,000 per violation,
or twice the value of the transaction. In addition, the BIS may
invoke a range of penalties including the denial of export
privileges, or placement of individuals and entities on lists that
restrict or prohibit involvement in export transactions. The bureau
may also require a business to hire an external auditor,
or to upgrade its compliance policies.
Criminal penalties may include 20 years imprisonment
and $1 million in penalties per violation.

Voluntary Self-Disclosures (VSDs)
Clearly any violation of EAR protocols comes at a steep price.
As such, the bureau looks favorably on any entity that recognizes
an inadvertent error, brings the error to the bureau’s attention,
and takes steps to rectify the mistake. An exporter can submit
an initial disclosure when the violations are first discovered, and
then follow-up with a detailed overview within the next 180 days.
According to BIS, the bureau will carefully review the VSD to
“determine if violations of the EAR have occurred and to
determine the appropriate corrective action.” Most VSDs
are resolved with the issuance of a warning letter.
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Office of Financial Assets Control
T he U.S. Treasury Department,
through its Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) administers and
enforces economic sanctions
programs primarily against countries
and groups of individuals, such as
terrorists and narcotics traffickers.
OFAC does this in two primary ways:
SDN List. The agency maintains a
list, called the “Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked Persons” list
which includes more than 6,000
names of companies and individuals
with whom U.S. individuals and
businesses are prohibited from
interacting. As OFAC makes clear, since individuals and
entities included on this list may move from country to country,
great care must be taken to ensure that materials are not
inadvertently shipped to a SDN listee.

Sanctions. OFAC also maintains and enforces the Treasury
Department’s “Sanctions Programs and Country Information,”
which delineates U.S. sanctions programs on targeted
countries. Sanctions may be comprehensive or selective,
depending on the country. An exporter needs to be certain of

Office of Financial Assets Control

what is and is not permissible for export to any nation on this
list, as any violation can trigger significant penalties.
Important to note, is that sanctions can vary in scope and
severity. Sanctions may be limited to financial transactions, or
prohibit sales of certain types of products, or may completely
prohibit all exports. No two sanctions policies are exactly the
same, so an exporter will need to carefully examine any sanctions
leveled against a country to which it plans to export. OFAC
makes available on its website detailed overviews of all sanctions
policies currently in place, on a country-by-country basis.

Licenses
In general, “no means no” with regard to permissibility
to send materials to a blocked individual or country. However,
in certain circumstances OFAC will grant authority for a
specific transaction through issuance of a license.
There are two types of licenses:
• A general license authorizes a particular type
of transaction for a class of persons.
• A specific license is a written document issued
by OFAC to a particular person or entity, authorizing
a particular transaction in response to a written
application.
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Compliance
Because the SDN list and international sanctions are intended
to prevent the transfer of products and services to nations or
individuals considered to be either supporters of terrorism, or
supportive of objectives in direct conflict with U.S. priorities, full
compliance with OFAC protocols is essential. Through its full
compliance, a U.S. business or individual essentially upholds
the stated goals of the U.S. government, including national
security and foreign policy.

When OFAC determines that civil penalties are warranted, it
will issue a pre-penalty notice, advising the affected party of
the alleged violation and the proposed penalty. The affected
party will have an opportunity to respond before a final
assessment is made.
As with other agencies with export oversight, OFAC does look
favorably on entities that self-report violations. According to
an OFAC legal analysis, voluntary self-disclosure will generally
result in cutting the applicable penalty by one half.

Penalties
Because of the seriousness of U.S. sanctions and prohibitions,
any violation of U.S. policy can result in significant penalties.
According to OFAC, criminal penalties for willful violations can
be as much as $20 million and imprisonment for as long
as 30 years.
Civil violations may be assessed based on a schedule that
ranges from $1,000 to $250,000, per violation. However,
because OFAC violations may also fall within the scope of the
“Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Act” (maximum penalty $1 million)
or the International Emergency Economic Powers Act of 1977
—IEEPA (maximum penalty is the greater of $250,000 or
twice the value of the transaction), the total amount of fines
imposed can be cumulative—and expensive.

Office of Financial Assets Control
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Export Control Reform (ECR)
Businesses engaged in the export of defense-related or dualpurpose materials quickly learn that despite efforts by the
agencies involved to modernize their compliance processes,
a tremendous amount of redundancy and puzzlement remains.
The Obama Administration attempted to address this
inefficiency with a 2009 directive that the U.S. export control
system be reviewed and restructured. The Administration
expressed its dual intentions of removing outdated regulations
that unfairly restrict U.S. defense and technology manufacturers
from competing on the global market; and aligning export
regulations with current threats to U.S. national security.

applications required for export to our closest friends and
allies, decreasing licensing burdens on allies.”
Exporters can expect significant changes in export control
regulatory processes in the coming months and years.
The government has indicated that a “transition period”
will be allowed to provide exporters with time to familiarize
themselves with the changes, and ensure compliance.

In announcing the initiative, then-Secretary of Defense Robert
Gates outlined four key goals:
• Create a single export licensing agency for both
dual-use and munitions exports
• Adopt a single, unified control list (by combining ITAR’s
Munitions List and EAR’s Commerce Control List)
• Establish a single enforcement agency
• Use a single database of sanctioned
and denied parties.
All affected agencies have been working toward those four
goals. To date, the most significant change has been the
transfer of “tens of thousands” of items from the United States
Munitions List to the more flexible Commerce Control List. In
addition, as BIS’s enforcement division notes, the ECR “already
is reducing dramatically the number of time-consuming license
Export Control Reform (ECR)
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Conclusion
The Bureau of Industry and Security publishes a document
called “Don’t Let This Happen To You!” which includes a
detailed overview of specific cases that have been settled with
U.S. and international businesses and individuals accused of
violating U.S. export controls. Each case is significant both for
the scope of the violations that occurred, and for the punitive
fines and punishments levied by the government.
A similar database is maintained by the State Department’s
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. DDTC’s database allows
access to “consent agreements” reached with offending
parties, including a record $79 million fine assessed on United
Kingdom-based BAE Systems plc, to settle allegations of
2,591 violations of ITAR and AECA.

Businesses and individuals with an interest in defense-specific
or dual-use products have a huge stake in ensuring their
workplaces are fully compliant with all export protocols. Many
businesses though, without the resources of a multi-billion
dollar defense conglomerate find themselves struggling to
ensure compliance. For these businesses, it would make sense
to enlist the services of a compliance expert who can assume
management of the process on its behalf.
Many businesses have learned that hard way that failure to
ensure proper compliance comes with a hefty price tag. With
so much at stake, the right third party can be a very wise
investment.

The two databases offer detailed narratives about companies
and individuals found to be in violation of U.S. government
export controls. These case histories can be a lesson to every
person and business engaged in defense-related exporting:
The United States takes very seriously its responsibility to
protect the nation’s security, and will take strong and definitive
steps to punish anyone who violates export policy.
And now, as the government realigns key regulatory processes
as part of President Obama’s “export control reform” initiative,
compliance is certain to become even more confusing.
Processes that have been in place for decades, for example,
will suddenly change, and different agencies will be assuming
new responsibilities.

Conclusion
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Purolator. We deliver Canada.
Purolator is the best-kept secret among leading U.S. companies who need reliable, efficient,
and cost-effective shipping to Canada. We deliver unsurpassed Canadian expertise because
of our Canadian roots, U.S. reach, and exclusive focus on cross-border shipping.
Every day, Purolator delivers more than 1,000,000 packages. With the largest dedicated air fleet
and ground network, including hybrid vehicles, and more guaranteed delivery points in Canada
than anyone else, we are part of the fifth largest postal organization in the world.
But size alone doesn’t make Purolator different. We also understand that the needs of no

For more information:
Purolator International
1.888.511.4811
wedelivercanada@purolator.com
www.purolatorinternational.com
http://blog.purolatorinternational.com

two customers are the same. We can design the right mix of proprietary services that will
make your shipments to Canada hassle free at every point in the supply chain.
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